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good morning and welcome to a theologian                                        
partner little delay here and getting                                           
started but we are delighted that you                                           
are here with us on this Friday we'll                                           
give you the full hours worth make sure                                         
you get your money's worth today as we                                          
take your biblical theological and                                              
worldview questions it's Friday I'm                                             
casual because it's Friday I'm                                                  
advertising the John Nelson Darby                                               
Academy J in Darby Academy dot o RG                                             
would love for you to send your kids                                            
your grandkids your great grandkids your                                        
bratty neighbor kids that need a place                                          
to get some education send them there J                                         
and Darby Academy dot o RG I appreciate                                         
that you know we got one church that                                            
helps scholarship their kids a hundred                                          
dollars a month and tuition to go to the                                        
John Nelson Darby Academy maybe your                                            
church wants to do that pretty good deal                                        
wouldn't it be very delighted that you                                          
are here with us let's start with Manuel                                        
down in San Antonio our friend down                                             
there and had a question yesterday he                                           
had a question yesterday about the                                              
Matthew 25 and the Gentiles going into                                          
the kingdom who were those Gentiles and                                         
we talked about those Gentiles being the                                        
righteous goats now a follow-up question                                        
to that which says let's see here it                                            
says am i understanding scripture right                                         
that all saved Gentiles that die go to                                          
be with the Lord                                                                
including the great multitude of                                                
Revelation chapter 7 and the Gentiles                                           
that don't die in Daniels 70th week the                                         
righteous goats in Matthew chapter 25                                           
they go into the thousand-year                                                  
millennium now there's a little more to                                         
that and look but let me let me break                                           
that question apart there and just pick                                         
on that one piece right there now                                               
today in our dispensation it is my                                              
understanding from Scripture that if a                                          
saved                                                                           
Gentile we probably should just say a                                           
safe person because there's neither Jew                                         
nor Gentile in our dispensation in                                              
salvation so a saved person when they                                           
die they go to be with the Lord to be                                           
absent from the body is to be present                                           
with the Lord that is the group of                                              
people that will either be raptured or                                          
raised again and given their                                                    
resurrection body at the rapture but                                            
they are currently with the Lord now                                            



once we get beyond the rapture I think                                          
it changes so men well when you say that                                        
the saved Gentiles that I go to be with                                         
the Lord including the great multitude                                          
of Revelation chapter 7 let's go into                                           
Revelation the seventh chapter and it                                           
says here that let's see here                                                   
revelation the seventh chapter                                                  
I saw the let's see was looking for okay                                        
this is the hundred and forty-four                                              
thousand in the seventh chapter a great                                         
multitude verse nine after the 144,000                                          
after this I beheld and lo a great                                              
multitude which no man could number of                                          
all nations and Kindred's and people and                                        
tongues stood before the throne and                                             
before the lamb clothed in white robes                                          
and palms in their hands and cried with                                         
a loud voice saying salvation to our God                                        
which sitteth upon the throne and unto                                          
the lamb and all the Angels stood round                                         
about the throne and the elders and the                                         
four beasts and they fell and they                                              
worshiped saying amen one of the elders                                         
answered saying and what are these which                                        
are weighed arrayed in white robes and                                          
they came said unto him Sir thou knowest                                        
and he said to me these are they which                                          
came out of the Great Tribulation and                                           
have washed their robes and made them                                           
white in the blood of the Lamb now one                                          
area in which I would say that we have a                                        
difference here these are those that                                            
came out of the Great Tribulation                                               
I think that after we get after the                                             
rapture period they are saved                                                   
differently                                                                     
but yes it does appear that you're right                                        
that these Gentiles that are that have                                          
made that as I see you let me get back                                          
here to the scriptures so that you can                                          
see that in verse 14 they have washed                                           
their robes now let's just check this                                           
yes Erised active indicative that is it                                         
is an active form of the verb that is to                                        
say as an active form of the verb that                                          
it is they're doing it themselves now                                           
you and I do not do it ourselves we are                                         
given the righteousness of Christ we are                                        
robed in Christ these are individuals                                           
again when you get here that are it's a                                         
works based kind of thing in the                                                
salvation that has come upon them so a                                          
little bit different there in terms of                                          
the theology but yes it does appear that                                        
they in one sense go to be with the Lord                                        
now how are they separated from those                                           
today who are absent to go and be with                                          
the Lord I'm rambling around this                                               
question I'll get there in a moment                                             
as we think about that issue it normally                                        
we would think that they would die and                                          



go to Sheol or they would die to go and                                         
go to paradise so that goes on as men                                           
well continues to ask in his question he                                        
says let's see the righteous goats                                              
they'll go into the thousand-year                                               
millennium that's exactly right with                                            
Jesus with the Jewish people here on the                                        
earth it correct I'm only asking this                                           
man well goes on to say because I                                               
honestly believe that all saved Jewish                                          
people stay on earth I agree with you                                           
also I believe that Abraham's bosom is                                          
still there awaiting resurrection at his                                        
second coming I agree with you so what                                          
we have here is a                                                               
you're exactly right and if you will                                            
give me a few weeks I will be in                                                
Revelation chapter 7 and I will pull                                            
this apart carefully here's the dilemma                                         
that man will brings up which i think is                                        
the sign of a very good student of the                                          
Word of God                                                                     
the dilemma is that Jewish people will                                          
go after after this agent we're talking                                         
completely after the rapture Jewish                                             
believers let's say that are martyred                                           
they will go to Abraham's bosom they                                            
will be raised again they will receive                                          
the kingdom they do not immediately go                                          
to heaven Gentile people we probably                                            
would say the same they go to Sheol now                                         
the question in verse 14 again of                                               
Revelation chapter 7 I do think even                                            
though it speaks about Gentiles here                                            
let's see in that our earlier verse 9                                           
perhaps yes they come of all nations                                            
that does not necessarily ndreds people                                         
and tongues strangely enough I won't get                                        
into that but that could be Jewish                                              
people it could just be Jewish people                                           
that are scattered about the earth so                                           
we'll have to look at that and determine                                        
are we talking Jewish people here but                                           
the challenges they are not in in in                                            
paradise that is in Abraham's bosom                                             
where are they they are before the lamb                                         
they stood before the throne and before                                         
the lamb so this does bring about a                                             
challenge to our assumption and what do                                         
you would do when you have a challenge                                          
to the assumption well you don't answer                                         
the question first of all that's what                                           
you do you have to lay down your                                                
assumptions and and say here's all my                                           
assumptions but this passage of                                                 
Scripture doesn't go with it                                                    
therefore what am I going to do with                                            
this issue now I can ignore this passage                                        
of Scripture but who wants to do that                                           
we're good students of the word we're                                           
not going to ignore that particular                                             
passage of Scripture                                                            



I look then and I say okay is my                                                
assumption wrong                                                                
that is to say here's the assumption I                                          
believe that Abraham's bosom is still                                           
there waiting the resurrection at the                                           
second coming                                                                   
could it be that that is not true if                                            
that is not true then the Jewish people                                         
or I would say even if you can argue                                            
Gentiles I think there's some further                                           
assumptions that are problematic there                                          
but even if you can argue Gentiles the                                          
people who are righteous upon their                                             
death after the tribulation do they skip                                        
Sheol and go to be with the Lord                                                
therefore they receive a resurrection                                           
excuse me a a salvation that would be                                           
much like ours today to be absent from                                          
the body is to be present with the Lord                                         
you have to look into that and then see                                         
do we run in to some other problems now                                         
this comes down to say Bible study is                                           
never easy Bible study is constantly                                            
bumping up against something that goes                                          
against an assumption that you have made                                        
now I think rather than the standard                                            
Christendom the UMB approach of saying                                          
no let's just simplify this is the way                                          
it is don't don't don't bring up                                                
anything that causes me not to look at                                          
that and we must just be understanding                                          
this wrong Christendom just shoves those                                        
things aside I think as good                                                    
dispensationalist which shouldn't equal                                         
a good student of the word we ought to                                          
just come and say look we do have this                                          
very clear problem with the model that                                          
we have built now does that mean we                                             
should we should dump the model no it                                           
doesn't we might even say I cannot                                              
reconcile my model with this passage of                                         
Scripture but I'm comfortable with my                                           
model for the time being the reason we                                          
might say that is because as we study it                                        
further we may come to say ah the easy                                          
thing it seems to be to say to dump my                                          
model and to approach this other issue                                          
how                                                                             
the problem with that is we might find                                          
that we have just as they say gone from                                         
the frying pan into the fire we have                                            
created a bigger problem in doing all of                                        
that so I just want to say men well stay                                        
tuned on your question I think it is a                                          
very good question that comes to us and                                         
is it is one that's going to be worthy                                          
of some study okay are the people                                               
singing in Revelation 5 verse 9                                                 
are they Jews body of Christ believers                                          
or both let's see here what we've got                                           
there and Nathan that buttons not                                               
working I'm not sure if it should be or                                         



not but a little little tech                                                    
announcement there but Revelation                                               
chapter 5 verse 9 they sung a new song                                          
art worthy to take the book ok who are                                          
these people Jews body of Christ                                                
believers both let's back up just a                                             
little bit and take a look at chapter 5                                         
verse 9 and you see here I saw in the                                           
right hand of him that sat upon the                                             
throne a book written on the backside                                           
sealed with seven seals loud voice who                                          
is worthy no man was worthy I wept                                              
because no one was worthy one of the                                            
elders said to me weep not to behold the                                        
lamb of the try line of the tribe of                                            
Judah we preached about that a week ago                                         
Sunday and I beheld verse 6 I beheld and                                        
lo in the midst of the throne and one of                                        
the four beasts and the midst of the                                            
elders stood stood a lamb as it had been                                        
slain having seven horns seven eyes                                             
which are the seven spirits of God he                                           
came the lamb came took the book out of                                         
the right hand of him that sat upon the                                         
throne                                                                          
when he had taken the book the four                                             
beasts and the 24 elders fell down                                              
before the throne having every one of                                           
them harps golden vials full of odors                                           
which are the prayers of the saints now                                         
the question here comes to verse nine                                           
when it says they who are they that sing                                        
a new song now the possibility is that                                          
they are the Saints or the possibility                                          
is that they are the four beasts and the                                        
24 elders now let's look at this and                                            
pull this apart so let's assume it's the                                        
24 elders they sang a new song 24 elders                                        
saying thou art worthy to take the book                                         
to open the seals thereof for thou was                                          
slain and hast redeemed us to God by the                                        
blood out of every kindred and tongue                                           
and people and nation and has made us                                           
unto our God kings and priests now the                                          
to us is here our key we have they and                                          
us now I do not think that it is                                                
possible to build a scenario in which                                           
the four beasts and the twenty-four                                             
elders verse eight if they are singing                                          
they cannot be using us why well they                                           
cannot be using us because quite frankly                                        
the twenty-four elders and the four                                             
beasts cannot be redeemed they are in my                                        
view heavenly creatures every one would                                         
say the four beasts are heavenly                                                
creatures some including me would say                                           
the 24 elders are heavenly creatures so                                         
as heavenly creatures they are not again                                        
redeemed to God by the blood out of                                             
every creature that's not something that                                        
happens now let me show you a textual                                           
issue here and if we come over here                                             



let's say to the new American Standard                                          
and                                                                             
Angele turn off the yellow notations                                            
here for you there we go                                                        
now they sang a new song verse nine                                             
worthy are you to take the book and                                             
break its seals for you were slain and                                          
purchased for God with your blood men                                           
from every nation just leaves out that                                          
you purchased from every tribe you have                                         
made them to be a kingdom and priests                                           
now again let's come over here you have                                         
you have redeemed us let's look in the                                          
Greek here in the center and see what                                           
we're looking at here dits purchase unto                                        
God us so there is the pronoun here the                                         
first person plural pronoun in the                                              
Textus Receptus let's move to the                                               
critical text and it leaves out you have                                        
you were slaughtered as the word they've                                        
translated here and bought to God in the                                        
blood of you from no pronoun again go to                                        
verse 9 and where are we here again and                                         
verse 9 you were slain that's the word                                          
they use slaughter slain and did                                                
purchase to God us so this this pronoun                                         
right here is left out now the new                                              
American Standard has inserted a word                                           
men purchased with purchased for God                                            
with your blood from every tribe what                                           
from every tribe us men them now let's                                          
look at verse 10 and when we get to                                             
verse 10 you have made them over and the                                        
King James on the right side of screen                                          
you have made us                                                                
here is the pronoun in the middle of the                                        
screen us right here hey mas is the word                                        
and again that's the first person                                               
singular you see it's exactly the same                                          
as you have in verse nine you have                                              
redeemed us now if we go to the critical                                        
text ah see right there you can very                                            
clearly see this is a different pronoun                                         
that is you have made them so what we've                                        
got here is the the clarity that's                                              
there's an issue so much so that the                                            
critical text even had to lay aside the                                         
majority text and the Texas Receptus and                                        
say ah it can't be can't be can't be                                            
it's got to be we've got to save them so                                        
modern versions basically say that the                                          
elders and the beasts are doing the                                             
singing so if you're going from a modern                                        
version of the scripture then the the                                           
answer becomes there they're not they're                                        
not Jews they're not Church they're not                                         
Gentiles they're the 24 elders now all                                          
of that to say I reject that I think                                            
that will go with the text that has been                                        
received by the church and is the                                               
majority text and that is the text                                              
that's that has I think the Saints who                                          



are singing that's the most natural                                             
reading by the way typically you'll go                                          
if you have a pronoun you're not sure                                           
you'll go to the closest now that then                                          
puts the Saints as if you take my                                               
definition of saints the Saints are                                             
those Jewish believers who are being                                            
offered a kingdom so it could be in the                                         
first century or it could be after the                                          
rapture and here are some Jewish martyrs                                        
if you will now again this goes                                                 
with our assumption that we had                                                 
previously with men was question these a                                        
dovetail together                                                               
so I think that again these individuals                                         
these Saints are Jewish people now are                                          
they Jewish people of the past or Jewish                                        
people of the future I don't know that                                          
we can really tell here but these Jewish                                        
people sang a new song saying thou art                                          
worthy to take the book and open the                                            
seals thereof for thou a slain and hast                                         
redeemed us I have this little theory                                           
that I haven't totally proven but I have                                        
a theory that the word redeemed in and                                          
of itself is a word that is used of the                                         
Jewish people we saw it last night in                                           
our to our sermon did you make that for                                         
the book of Galatians that galatians                                            
well have lost it the passage that talks                                        
about being you have views there's the                                          
same thing you have redeemed us maybe if                                        
we go back to Revelation we'll be able                                          
to see a footnote here see if there's                                           
one there not there not there okay I                                            
won't take the time right now to look                                           
into it but if you you have redeemed us                                         
in order that the children that the                                             
Gentiles might experience the the                                               
blessings of Abraham clearly in the two                                         
verses in Galatians                                                             
it is you redeemed us so that the                                               
Gentiles could so it's got to be Jews                                           
and Gentiles my theory again is that                                            
Redemption is something that is for the                                         
Jewish people so that would make sense                                          
you have redeemed us Jewish Saints to                                           
God by the blood out of every kindred                                           
and tongue and people and nation now                                            
again I don't think that means this is                                          
not Jews I think the Jews come out of                                           
every kindred and                                                               
and people a nation in this world today                                         
and do they have since 723 AD and has                                           
made us unto our God kings and priests                                          
this sounds like a Jewish thing it's the                                        
Jewish people that are kings it's the                                           
Jewish people that are priests so I am                                          
gonna go completely Jewish here this                                            
doesn't sound like a body of Christ                                             
issue to me at all it sounds very much                                          
like a Jewish issue thank you I believe                                         



that question was from Deb okay let's                                           
take a question from Rick out in                                                
California the state of Alcatraz and is                                         
Noah staying in the ark during the flood                                        
a good prescription for people to stay                                          
sheltered in place I guess a Peter was a                                        
bad boy for getting out of the boat you                                         
know I we we see things like this often                                         
on social media I used to call it                                               
Twitter theology because you know you                                           
can boil it down and boys real quick and                                        
so you can take something and we see                                            
these things on Twitter on Facebook on                                          
all social media that take a passage of                                         
Scripture and apply some modern issue to                                        
that passage of Scripture in order to                                           
support that modern issue I think this                                          
is a very poor use of Scripture so                                              
somebody could go out and say well you                                          
know Noah had to stay in the Ark in                                             
order to have protection you need to                                            
stay home in order to be safe now sound                                         
spiritual sounds biblical and yeah                                              
you're right Noah did have to stay in                                           
New York you're right but better better                                         
stay home this is the way that God                                              
protects us today now that is honestly a                                        
perversion of Scripture it's a misuse of                                        
Scripture we don't want to get into that                                        
kind of use of Scripture here's what                                            
happens when you do that first of all                                           
you can apply it to just about anything                                         
and you can find other places in                                                
scripture where it doesn't fit and so                                           
you wouldn't use that and                                                       
you mentioned Peter being a bad boy for                                         
getting out of the boat if he had just                                          
stayed in the boat he would have been                                           
safe and if you get out of the boat then                                        
you know you're gonna sink you need to                                          
stay home and shelter in place it this                                          
it's it's                                                                       
eisegesis or narcissus whichever one you                                        
want to call it it's reading the                                                
scripture with the hermeneutic of the                                           
newspaper that is using the newspaper as                                        
the guide for how to understand and                                             
interpret Scripture now when you do that                                        
first of all you do abuse scripture and                                         
the maybe even the bigger problem with                                          
that if that's not big enough the bigger                                        
problem with that is you never actually                                         
go and see what that scripture is                                               
actually about and so you miss the                                              
truths of the scripture in the first                                            
place                                                                           
I have said 10,000 times maybe I need to                                        
make a mug that you do not make a                                               
doctrine out of an historical account                                           
and Noah in the ark is a historical                                             
account if you want a doctrine you have                                         
to find passages of scripture that teach                                        



doctrine and then you have to make sure                                         
that that teaching of the doctrine is                                           
actually applicable to our dispensation                                         
is generally applicable now the honestly                                        
that passage in Scripture about Noah's                                          
Ark is not really a doctrinal passage it                                        
is telling telling us what God was doing                                        
in order to preserve his promise to                                             
bring an ultimate Redeemer and Noah was                                         
not that ultimate Redeemer you miss all                                         
of that when you take these passages of                                         
Scripture and use those applications so                                         
if we do that let's just say okay well                                          
yeah you got a point yeah we should stay                                        
home well assuming you think that I'm                                           
not one that wouldn't necessarily by                                            
that assumption but you think that                                              
that's true and so you you do that well                                         
now you have started the ball rolling on                                        
this is the way we use Scripture and so                                         
your kids look to you and they learn                                            
this is the way they use Scripture and                                          
so they                                                                         
you know they come up to a test and they                                        
haven't studied for the test and they                                           
don't know the material on the test but                                         
they'll find something you know though                                          
it you know God God God protected no one                                        
he's gonna protect me every way you know                                        
whatever kind of however you twist it                                           
and then all the sudden scripture                                               
becomes nothing but a good luck charm                                           
it's a rabbit's foot and we don't want                                          
to teach that to our children to the                                            
people who are following us on social                                           
media to see how we use Scripture they                                          
might not know how to use scripture and                                         
they would take that as the pattern to                                          
use scripture furthermore let me add one                                        
more thing I think that it is better                                            
just to say for example hey people I                                            
think we should stay in AI I think we                                           
should stay in because it's a bad bad                                           
bad virus and we've got a good good good                                        
governor and you know I trust everything                                        
they say and I think that this is the                                           
best thing for me and my family and for                                         
you and your family please stay in                                              
that's fine state your opinion on that                                          
build it with whatever facts you can do                                         
but there actually is no reason to find                                         
something in the Bible that's telling us                                        
whether or not we should go out today as                                        
a matter of fact I happen to think that                                         
there's nothing in the Bible that's                                             
telling us whether we should go out                                             
today we happen to be people are living                                         
in the age of grace which are given the                                         
complete Word of God and the Holy Spirit                                        
of God we can make a good mature                                                
decision we're free to decide what it is                                        
that we do and we ought to carry out                                            



that in that way so Noah stayed in the                                          
Ark is that a good prescription for                                             
people to shelter in place no it's dumb                                         
next question is lack of rightly                                                
dividing this is from Bevin Wisconsin is                                        
lack of rightly dividing the cause of so                                        
many reformed Calvinists being involved                                         
in globalism for example John Piper Rick                                        
Warren etc yes let me                                                           
let me back up even a tiny bit further I                                        
think that lack of rightly dividing is                                          
the cause of reformed reformed theology                                         
if you rightly divide you cannot be a                                           
Calvinist now this is one of the reasons                                        
why those for example in the grace                                              
movement they are never Calvinists                                              
because those who rightly divide the                                            
word of truth will separate Calvinism                                           
out by the way next next Thursday we                                            
will be looking at this the Baptist                                             
faith and message and analysis next                                             
Thursday night and we'll see some of the                                        
lack of right division within that                                              
particular issue there so as we think of                                        
the the if you rightly divide you don't                                         
become reformed or Calvinists but now                                           
you've got all the reformed and                                                 
Calvinists among reformed in Calvinists                                         
there are a lot of globalists mentioned                                         
John Piper and Rick Warren I I don't                                            
think Rick Warren adheres to reformed                                           
theology or election my guess is that he                                        
doesn't have enough theological                                                 
wherewithal to know what he is on all of                                        
that but I think that even probably the                                         
John Piper's and Tim Keller's would                                             
reject some of Rick Warren's theology so                                        
I would separate him out of there just a                                        
little bit but you got the guys like                                            
John Piper and Tim Keller and Russell                                           
Moore and didn't even even to a degree                                          
al Mohler who is more conservative but                                          
he never ever ever will speak against                                           
these guys and call them out for what                                           
they are which is Marxist now why do                                            
they buy this globalism approach                                                
globalism and socialism are cousin                                              
globalism is just a form of ushering in                                         
socialism or depending on which side you                                        
look at it                                                                      
socialism needs globalism because it's                                          
all one big borderless society now how                                          
in the world do you become a socialist                                          
or a globalist well you do it by not                                            
rightly dividing when you take passages                                         
about the kingdom and you haven't                                               
rightly divided and your assumption is                                          
that the church is the kingdom or the                                           
Christian faith is the Kingdom or                                               
Christendom is the kingdom or whatever                                          
this kingdom is they've been building                                           
for 200 years and done such a lousy job                                         



at that's that then you take those                                              
passages like the Matthew passages that                                         
Nancy Pelosi preached to us about the                                           
other day you take those passages and                                           
they there's their socialist passages                                           
many of them are socialist passages many                                        
of them are globalist passages why                                              
because they're talking about the                                               
kingdom and the kingdom actually is                                             
socialist but there's a there's a huge                                          
difference in it one is that you have                                           
the presence of the king two is you have                                        
the The Binding of the the deceiver and                                         
three is you have the removal of                                                
scarcity now I would say even I'll                                              
venture out here on the edge even if you                                        
have Christ on his throne and Satan                                             
bound if you still have the scarcity                                            
issue that we have today that comes from                                        
the curse if that's still there                                                 
socialism still wouldn't work even with                                         
Jesus reigning on his throne it wouldn't                                        
work why because there's a scarcity of                                          
resources but read everything about the                                         
kingdom there's not a scarcity of the                                           
reefs of resources now those like Piper                                         
and Keller they are assuming that you                                           
can have socialism today without a                                              
scarcity of resources by the way I saw I                                        
don't know that I could find the article                                        
but just today I read                                                           
an article about Ilhan Omar the                                                 
congresswoman from what Detroit is she                                          
from Detroit Detroit or mem or maybe                                            
maybe she's in the Minnesota era one of                                         
one of those places up there anyway and                                         
another Democratic congressman that I                                           
didn't recognize this was on Forbes                                             
forbes.com so it's not Minnesota did you                                        
say what do you all call that if they're                                        
too little not not a little Baghdad but                                         
little something like that anyway                                               
your your Taliban neighborhood up there                                         
that she is suggesting or there they put                                        
forth this legislation to give everyone                                         
a 2000 dollar debit card and then add to                                        
it a thousand dollars a month and do it                                         
for the next year and this goes                                                 
literally to anybody the government has                                         
a name for doesn't matter                                                       
Omar's from Minnesota okay thank you it                                         
doesn't matter if Bob should know he's                                          
also from Minnesota did you vote for her                                        
Bob I think you're in a different                                               
district and you have a brain but this                                          
this idea of all we really have to do is                                        
print money she said this won't add to                                          
the to the debt because you create these                                        
two new coins going little Mogadishu                                            
that's thank you that's what I was                                              
trying I knew it was a little something                                         
I couldn't think of all that thanks Bob                                         



for your Minnesota expertise I                                                  
appreciate that now the point is that                                           
they fail in their assumptions they not                                         
only rightly divide but they make some                                          
assumptions that they need to question                                          
and that is the assumption that                                                 
everybody really is a good person and                                           
there's plenty for all peace and plenty                                         
for all and there's not a problem just                                          
handing it out handing it out people                                            
will you know Marxist Karl Marx what's                                          
the                                                                             
me as I paraphrased the statement but to                                        
each according to his need from each                                            
let's see to each from each according to                                        
his his ability to each according to his                                        
need                                                                            
now that's Marxism at at its core Marx                                          
was he was an intellectual and this the                                         
intellectuals have this problem                                                 
academia intellectuals have this problem                                        
that is they get a theory and they build                                        
the world upon their theory doesn't                                             
matter if the world doesn't work                                                
according to that theory nonetheless                                            
they will build on the theory and that                                          
that theory becomes their God and they                                          
will serve that God regardless of the                                           
consequences this is why socialists out                                         
there marks us out there who hold to                                            
this philosophy like Ilhan Omar who hold                                        
to this philosophy why they will defend                                         
it even though Bernie Sanders for that                                          
matter the Democratic Party for that                                            
matter Tim Keller for that matter they                                          
will hold to this socialism works                                               
ideology even though it has never worked                                        
why because they're intellectuals and                                           
intellectuals serve and bow down to                                             
their theory that's all that is and and                                         
therefore their Theory just was done                                            
wrong by Cuba and USSR and you know pick                                        
your place minutes later whatever you                                           
want to pick up they they just didn't do                                        
it right but the theory is correct the                                          
theory is good the problem is that it                                           
has these underlying assumptions that                                           
everybody is good and that Jesus is on                                          
the throne and that would be of course                                          
the the the the Christian version of it                                         
the Jesus is on the throne and the devil                                        
is not there now again if they would                                            
rightly divide then they would separate                                         
the kingdom from the world today doing                                          
just that would eradicate the                                                   
globalism ideas and they would be done                                          
with that altogether and completely so I                                        
appreciate your question there thank you                                        
from I got a bunch of questions here I                                          
should hurry up should knife from Rick                                          
do Messianic Jews really embrace Christ                                         
as the Messiah do they mix law and grace                                        



with salvation looks to me like a                                               
Galatian type situation with him I think                                        
there's lots of sickness in the                                                 
Messianic Jewish movement I think first                                         
of all your question do Messianic Jews                                          
really embrace Christ as Messiah let me                                         
say that the vast majority of them in                                           
the United States at least the vast                                             
majority of them are not even Jews they                                         
are Gentiles who took a trip to Israel                                          
with a teacher that didn't rightly                                              
divide but they loved Israel and they                                           
bought a prayer shawl and they bought a                                         
shofar and they come home and now they                                          
want to do Passover and they start                                              
observing days and weeks and months and                                         
years and the next thing you know                                               
they're there full-blown you know                                               
Messianic Jews but they're not Jews they                                        
say they are Jews but they're not seems                                         
like there's a scripture about that it's                                        
called the synagogue of Satan now the                                           
only Jews are Jews by the way so these                                          
people aren't Jews now there are some                                           
Jewish people who have adopted excuse me                                        
who have accepted Jesus Christ as their                                         
Savior for the most part the ones that                                          
you can trust there are                                                         
dispensationalists and they're not a                                            
part of a Messianic Jewish community                                            
because the Messianic Jewish community                                          
is so messed up you can't find a                                                
Messianic Jewish community that it                                              
rightly divides the word of truth they                                          
just don't exist so they do bring so                                            
much law I think you're exactly right                                           
it's a Galatians type situation now                                             
might you be able to find a single                                              
example out there you could on                                                  
individuals no doubt about it of Jewish                                         
people who are believers but you're                                             
going to find them in good                                                      
dispensational churches where                                                   
is where they're going to be there                                              
they're going to be in churches like                                            
mine or Andy woods or Robbie Deane or                                           
someone like that you'll find some                                              
Messianic Jewish people now those in the                                        
Messianic Jewish movements                                                      
it's Galatian ISM you're exactly right                                          
it there's a sickness there that even if                                        
not is it even if it's not in their                                             
statement of faith the sickness is in                                           
those movements in those congregations                                          
because again they don't know how to                                            
divide all that kind of stuff out of                                            
there and so they don't bring bring that                                        
about dr. Tom I got an email from you                                           
and I haven't read it I was traveling                                           
I'm behind I got to catch up sorry about                                        
that dr. Tom in Cambodia good to see you                                        
paradise is only for Jewish believers                                           



well let me say that is my assumption                                           
that maybe I should maybe I should say                                          
that a little differently in prior to                                           
the age of grace so in the past prior to                                        
let's say prior to Paul yes it would                                            
only be for Jews that is because up                                             
until Paul Gentiles were without hope                                           
and so for a Gentile to have hope they                                          
had to come into the Commonwealth of                                            
Israel into the covenants of Israel and                                         
therefore they became Jewish after this                                         
day this age of grace is over so let's                                          
put this after the rapture then the                                             
question comes to be are there non-jews                                         
that are brought in I I think you have a                                        
hard time building a case there I think                                         
that the non-jewish people the Gentiles                                         
first of all they are deluded the best                                          
you can get is the righteous goats and                                          
they don't die and go to Sheol therefore                                        
they don't die and go to parrot                                                 
so yeah I think that it's a very good                                           
assumption let's question it and do some                                        
further study on it and we've already                                           
seen at the beginning of our program                                            
there are a couple of bumps when we get                                         
into this I think one of the reasons we                                         
have these bumps these walls we hit into                                        
is because now we see through a glass                                           
darkly but then we shall see face to                                            
face so there is a veil so to speak                                             
between us and the next world we don't                                          
have all the answers to it so we might                                          
have to be satisfied with not knowing                                           
some of these things but I think the                                            
best case scenario that we can build at                                         
least that I can build in my mind                                               
certainly right now is that paradise is                                         
only for Jewish believers so then we                                            
would want to we would want to know and                                         
come and understand is is there a is                                            
paradise inhabited today going back to                                          
that original question that we have okay                                        
from Anthony pastor Anthony our friend                                          
down in Corpus Christi that says let's                                          
see do not the following spatial or                                             
located references John 14 10 and                                               
several of these will look at answer or                                         
at least dilute what appears to be the                                          
only contextual evidence against Jesus                                          
speaking John 3:16 if you've been                                               
following our John studies Anthony has                                          
we I I have presented the fact that John                                        
3:13 through 21 should not be read                                              
letters that is they're not spoken of by                                        
Jesus now Anthony says do these                                                 
references in John 14 dilute our answer                                         
or dilute what appears to be the only                                           
contextual evidence against Jesus                                               
speaking John 3:16 now for those who                                            
haven't followed that let me say very                                           
clearly that I don't think let me see                                           



how to word this in the most clear way                                          
even if Jesus did not speak the words of                                        
John 3:16 the words of John 3:16 are                                            
still true my position                                                          
is that the author of the Gospel of John                                        
wrote John 3:16 inspired of the holy                                            
spirit it is the Word of God for God so                                         
loved the world that He gave His only                                           
begotten Son that whosoever believeth in                                        
him should not perish but have                                                  
everlasting life                                                                
my position is those just were not the                                          
words of Jesus but they certainly are                                           
the truth of God now it do these John 14                                        
passages dilute or answer to what                                               
appears to be the only contextual                                               
evidence against Jesus speaking                                                 
John 3:16 let's look at John chapter 14                                         
first of all verse 10 which says believe                                        
us thou not that I am in the father and                                         
the father in me the words that I speak                                         
to you I speak not of myself but the                                            
father that dwelleth in me he doeth the                                         
works go down to verse 18 and I will                                            
pray the father and he shall give you                                           
another comforter that he may abide with                                        
you forever verse 20 these are the                                              
passages that Anthony is given and that                                         
day ye shall know that I am in the                                              
father and the father in me and I am you                                        
verse 28 says you have heard now that I                                         
said unto you if I go away I will come                                          
again if you loved me you would rejoice                                         
because I said I go to the Father and my                                        
father is is greater than these now what                                        
Anthony I believe if I'm following here                                         
correctly what Anthony refers to and I                                          
seem to have lost that question there                                           
what Anthony refers to is he's talking                                          
about the spatial that is space or                                              
location issues now I I mentioned in                                            
John chapter 3 let's look at verse 13                                           
perhaps yes in John chapter 3 verse 13                                          
no man hath                                                                     
ascended up to heaven but he that came                                          
down from heaven even the Son of God                                            
which is in heaven                                                              
now I mentioned that this phrase right                                          
here as Anthony has said speaks to the                                          
fact that wait the son of man is right                                          
there in front of Nicodemus how could                                           
the Son of Man be in heaven the passage                                         
is now that Anthony has mentioned in                                            
John 14 I think the difference that you                                         
see is each of those in John 14 say I go                                        
to my father I will go I will send a                                            
comforter                                                                       
whereas here in John chapter 3 it says                                          
he is in heaven right now in the current                                        
I think it would be awkward in John 14                                          
if you substituted all those two I from                                         
from I will go to I am in that would be                                         



awkward as he's standing there saying                                           
I'm in heaven I've sent the comforter no                                        
these are things that our future related                                        
I hope I understood that correctly I                                            
appreciate your interaction on that                                             
particular issue in our John study not                                          
only verses 3 13 through 21 have I said                                         
that these I think are the commentary of                                        
the writer again totally true                                                   
we can't bank on it that God so loved                                           
the world that He gave His only begotten                                        
Son                                                                             
all of this is totally truth but then                                           
also I went down further and said that                                          
beginning in verse 31 John 331 that                                             
ending in verse 30 are the words of John                                        
the Baptist and the quote should end                                            
here now if we look over here to new                                            
American Standard on the left                                                   
you notice the quote continues in verse                                         
30 he must excuse me verse 31 he comes                                          
down now the the case here is                                                   
immediately a little weaker but as you                                          
go down it gets a little stronger that                                          
it was the writer of the gospel that                                            
writes those words rather than John the                                         
Baptist or earlier being the case of                                            
Jesus let's so so do they do they dilute                                        
what appears to be the contextual                                               
evidence against Jesus speaking John                                            
3:16 I'm not seeing it let's continue to                                        
interact on it and try to convince me                                           
that such is true I think that those                                            
words fit theologically much better to                                          
be written after the fact I think in our                                        
Bible study i call them post game                                               
analysis just a little bit if they're                                           
post game analysis it makes perfect                                             
sense to me                                                                     
if they're written right then i think                                           
there is some of that contextual                                                
evidence and as you mentioned the                                               
biggest piece of taken textual evidence                                         
is is the one that says the son of man                                          
is in heaven but i think there's the                                            
theological evidence as well that goes                                          
up against there thank you for that okay                                        
let's see Charles and starts with the T                                         
Tulsa there we go I once wanted to say                                          
Tampa and I knew that wasn't right since                                        
I'm confused my SBC taught well no                                              
wonder you're confused I'm confused too                                         
we get we get there if you come out of                                          
the SBC you will be confused my SBC                                             
taught me that Jesus went to Abraham's                                          
bosom during the three days and three                                           
nights and took the occupants to heaven                                         
and hell and Leslie took the occupants                                          
to heaven and hell was enlarged to                                              
include Abraham's bosom that is a fairly                                        
common teaching and I might I might say                                         
that not only is it a common teaching                                           



among Southern Baptist but I would say                                          
that's probably among the more                                                  
conservative Southern Baptist so Charles                                        
my guess is that your your Southern                                             
Baptist                                                                         
you know upbringing or yours within the                                         
Southern Baptist Convention we're on the                                        
more conservative it in that from what                                          
you've just said to me that seems like a                                        
more conservative issue one of the                                              
reasons it seems like a more                                                    
conservative                                                                    
is because it's actually a biblical                                             
issue a theological issue that you are                                          
actually studying you go into an SBC                                            
Church today and try to find them even                                          
studying a biblical or a theological                                            
issue they don't do that they talk about                                        
you know how to have a good attitude                                            
through through coronavirus and that we                                         
can do this if we just all do it                                                
together and by the way we need more                                            
offerings and that you know God has a                                           
he's opened up a wonderful door of                                              
opportunity and by the way we need more                                         
offerings and you know I just can't wait                                        
to get back together oh and by the way                                          
we need more offerings this is the                                              
that's the Southern Baptist message                                             
today so you are in a Southern Baptist                                          
Church that was teaching Scripture so                                           
what was it 10 years ago 15 years ago                                           
I'm not sure or are you in one of the                                           
few that still does it today now but to                                         
your issue here it is a somewhat                                                
conservative even I would say mildly                                            
dispensational teaching that when Jesus                                         
died he went to paradise he emptied out                                         
paradise he took captivity captive he                                           
took that with him to heaven and now all                                        
of Sheol is that place there that that                                          
heaven was enlarged to include Abraham's                                        
bosom now there's more room for it and                                          
that's there I think that what you've                                           
got there is a a reasonable speculation                                         
that I don't think has a lot of                                                 
scriptural evidence to it some of the                                           
scriptures especially that are used to                                          
say he emptied out Abraham's bosom like                                         
he took captivity captive when you                                              
really look at those you would say at                                           
best it's a guess to say that's what                                            
that means                                                                      
that he took paradise with him so I                                             
I think that that's that's a it's a                                             
proposal worth looking at but I wouldn't                                        
I don't in the end take it if you go                                            
back to our online revival we had a few                                         
weeks ago just before Resurrection                                              
Sunday on Saturday of the revival week                                          
to change the world on that Saturday                                            
session I speak about the burial of                                             



Jesus Christ and what took place in that                                        
time and speak to that a little more in                                         
depth as we do that there okay our                                              
friend in Finland I got it right there                                          
didn't I                                                                        
what do you think of Pauly tan and was                                          
he a reliable dispensationalist you know                                        
I am a little bit going to have to punt                                         
on this one because I have heard of                                             
Pauly tan I've seen some of his books                                           
let's just go here and see what would he                                        
seems to be still teaching I just took                                          
the the first thing that came about here                                        
on my search and that is Paul Lee tan                                           
prophetic ministries incorporated 20/20                                         
journeys of Paul Bible study tour and so                                        
I don't know when he was planning on                                            
taking that but that's 20/20 obviously                                          
so must still be going tan Bible calm we                                        
seem to be at the home page and let's to                                        
her here how does that sound                                                    
you got a date here on the tour seven                                           
churches of rebel revelation he's got a                                         
fairly long tour eighteen days with a                                           
possible extension                                                              
that's because Asians travel longer than                                        
do Americans for the most part and here                                         
is his tour here I know that's not what                                         
you're asking about                                                             
I was trying to see how much the tour                                           
was let's see the extension is 895 it                                           
looks like but I don't see the tour I                                           
was just you know going to encourage you                                        
to travel with Randy white instead of                                           
Polly tan but well I don't see that                                             
there what I was trying to get to is his                                        
doctrinal statement if there is one so                                          
that we could put that together and I am                                        
not seeing anything at Tan Bible other                                          
than his particular website other than                                          
that tour that is taken place there he's                                        
God let's just pull up this book right                                          
here and the interpretation of prophecy                                         
forwarded by John Whitcomb which is a                                           
good thing                                                                      
John Whitcomb is recently deceased but                                          
he had good dispensational theology so                                          
my guess is that that is going to be a                                          
good thing published 1974 assurance                                             
publishers I'm not familiar with them                                           
see if there are any reviews that might                                         
help us I was looking to see if there                                           
were any recognizable names in there to                                         
see you know there's a dispensational                                           
publishing book right there so I would                                          
say that's I'm going to dig into that a                                         
little bit more and see anybody anybody                                         
know about Paul Etan will be interested                                         
in knowing that                                                                 
but if John Whitcomb wrote the foreword                                         
my guess is that it's probably he                                               
probably had or has some pretty decent                                          



stuff and my guess is it would be in the                                        
somewhat standard dispensational thought                                        
more than right Division of the word or                                         
Pauline dispensationalism that's just a                                         
hunch                                                                           
on that but perhaps worth the worthy of                                         
looking at that Keith said John the                                             
Baptist parents are said are said let's                                         
see and when the and they were both                                             
righteous before God walking in all the                                         
commandments and ordinances of the Lord                                         
what is your take thank you from the                                            
Ozarks for your question there on the                                           
righteousness of Zechariah and Elizabeth                                        
so they were both I don't have a                                                
reference here so I'm gonna assume that                                         
you've got this correct that you're                                             
printing it correctly here they were                                            
both righteous before God walking in all                                        
the commandments and ordinances of the                                          
Lord blamelessly                                                                
this gets at at what I think is a common                                        
misconception about living according to                                         
the law I ran across this just yesterday                                        
and some some posts that I was on I                                             
don't remember exactly where it was in                                          
which someone was saying this was a some                                        
dispensational love forum someone was                                           
saying it was impossible to live                                                
according to the law you hear it all the                                        
time the they say the purpose of the law                                        
was to teach you that you couldn't live                                         
according to the law and therefore you                                          
would need a Savior I think I think                                             
that's cruel first of all cruel on God's                                        
part I think people knew they needed a                                          
savior prior to the law I don't think                                           
you needed the law to teach people that                                         
they needed a savior I think that Adam                                          
and Eve knew they needed a savior I                                             
think that no one knew they needed a                                            
savior I think that Enoch knew that he                                          
and the world needed a savior so that                                           
this it almost assumes utter stupidity                                          
and fogginess of the Word of God others                                         
pitov on man and fogginess of the Word                                          
of God for for that period of time prior                                        
to the law which is a pretty good period                                        
of time that you know Abraham I guess                                           
you know he just couldn't understand                                            
what the Bible said about needing a                                             
Savior and and neither could Isaac or                                           
Jacob they had to have a law in order to                                        
figure out they needed a savior you                                             
didn't need the law to figure out you                                           
needed a savior that's not what the law                                         
was about so then they come with this                                           
scenario this again it's a it's an                                              
academic assumption that they have to                                           
defend so the academic assumption is the                                        
law was given in order to teach people                                          
that they needed a savior the problem                                           



was that that's not the purpose of the                                          
law now if it was it was taught to teach                                        
them they needed a savior then it had to                                        
be impossible to fulfill the problem is                                         
you can read the Torah and you can read                                         
it very closely in fact if you want to                                          
go to some Jewish people the Hasidic                                            
Jews who carry out the Torah ask them if                                        
it is impossible to fulfill they will                                           
say no it's not impossible to fulfill                                           
that's what we're doing I think that's                                          
what Zechariah and Elizabeth were doing                                         
is that they were carrying out the law                                          
according to the law now could you be                                           
blameless in the sight of the law yes                                           
you could the law brought about its                                             
righteousness the the just shall live by                                        
the law that's actually in the scripture                                        
and the you know in order to have that                                          
justification what do you have to do you                                        
have to do the law now if you did the                                           
law you were in a righteous State what                                          
what does that mean you were sinless you                                        
never did anything bad here's where the                                         
misconception it comes in no it doesn't                                         
because the law in and of itself has the                                        
remedy for when something is done bad                                           
let's say that you didn't bring your                                            
tithe to the Levites and so you are out                                         
of step with the law therefore you are                                          
unrighteous well guess what the law says                                        
to do it says bring the tithes that you                                         
held back                                                                       
and give a 20% penalty in the Torah you                                         
can read it now once you do that guess                                          
what you are in good standing with the                                          
law so Zechariah and Elizabeth I think                                          
that what we say about Zechariah and                                            
Elizabeth is they were walking in the                                           
commandments and ordinances of the Lord                                         
blamelessly                                                                     
in the commandments and ordinances of                                           
the Lord was blameless therefore because                                        
the standard was the law or the                                                 
commandments and ordinances of the Lord                                         
and they were doing that                                                        
they were righteous before God now does                                         
that mean they were gonna die and go to                                         
heaven no does that mean that they                                              
didn't need a Savior no because they                                            
were going to die and they were going to                                        
paradise and they needed a savior at the                                        
resurrection a messiah to come and judge                                        
them worthy to come into the kingdom                                            
they had to have all of that and they                                           
were looking forward to that so I think                                         
the challenge in passages like that and                                         
Noah Noah was blameless in the sight of                                         
God this is pre law and has to do other                                         
things related to the nepheline but                                             
nonetheless I think we misunderstand                                            
this this issue as it relates to all of                                         



that thank you okay from Keith and Deb                                          
Romans                                                                          
excuse me Revelation chapter 13 verse 8                                         
let me pull up that scripture and we                                            
have the question in Revelation 13:8                                            
does the term let him that hath                                                 
understanding count mean that people                                            
will know that they are taking the mark                                         
of the beast or or will they be deceived                                        
we see that when we get to Romans                                               
chapter 14 verse 8 it says they dwell                                           
upon the earth let's see let's see we've                                        
got the wrong no passage it's would be                                          
in chapter 14                                                                   
13:18 excuse me not 818 let him that                                            
hath understanding count the number of                                          
the beast for it's the number of a man                                          
and his number is six hundred threescore                                        
and six I think that it is possible for                                         
those who would do it to be able to know                                        
that this is the mark of the beast and                                          
that is the reason I think that some                                            
will not get the mark of the beast that                                         
if a person will do the work of counting                                        
they will know the mark of the beast now                                        
I also think here that this is not                                              
something that we can count today the                                           
word count let's see I thought it was                                           
order if mo but it is the word Sofia                                            
which is a word it means to calculate so                                        
I don't think we can calculate it today                                         
and I think that is because in a math                                           
equation you have to have two out of                                            
three variables and I think we've got                                           
one of three variables we've got the                                            
answer is 666 but we don't have the rest                                        
so there's going to have to be something                                        
else that comes into it that an                                                 
individual then is going to be able to                                          
calculate I think that you know you you                                         
could take this as to say today let him                                         
that hath understanding it count but I'm                                        
not sure we have the understanding I                                            
just again I think we're missing a                                              
variable there so I don't think this is                                         
for today if it's not for today then                                            
it's got to be for then and I think                                             
there's got to be some reality that                                             
there really can be some understanding                                          
and the ability to count there now that                                         
probably is reserved then for the Jewish                                        
people who are not going to have this                                           
deception and they are going to be able                                         
to do the calculate                                                             
that takes place and they're going to be                                        
able to say no this has to do with                                              
Daniel the midpoint the the the the                                             
Antichrist the false messiah that that                                          
was warned about Matthew 24 or even in                                          
the Book of Daniel and so they will not                                         
take or accept that that is given                                               
appreciate that what is the status from                                         



dimah our friend in East Texas what is                                          
the status of Gentiles from Nineveh who                                         
repented and turn from turned from their                                        
evil ways Jonah chapter 3 and verse 10                                          
as it says that God saw their works that                                        
they turned from their evil ways evil                                           
way and God repented of the evil that he                                        
had said that he would do to them and he                                        
did it not I think the status is they're                                        
dead now and if they did not convert to                                         
Judaism which I don't believe they did                                          
then they are in the place of torment I                                         
think that we cannot put upon Jonah the                                         
salvation message that we have today                                            
post death burial resurrection and                                              
ascension of Jesus Christ and sending of                                        
the Holy Spirit and and now the offer of                                        
grace that's given I don't think that                                           
Jonah was preaching a message of                                                
individual salvation that now you're                                            
gonna die and go to heaven you have a                                           
relationship with Jesus Christ that is                                          
to say Jonah was not Billy Graham Jonah                                         
was bringing a different kind of message                                        
in our series on the prophets                                                   
graphically presented I presented Jonah                                         
as a type and it relates to Israel and                                          
we won't get into all that but I think                                          
there's a very different way of viewing                                         
Jonah rather than the evangelistic way                                          
the evangelistic way requires that                                              
we not rightly divide the word of truth                                         
the evangelistic way requires that we                                           
put a Billy Graham type evangelism in                                           
Nineveh and so the standard evangelical                                         
I think is going to say well those                                              
Gentiles                                                                        
you know they turn from their evil way                                          
God God offered them eternal life they                                          
died went to heaven they'll be our                                              
brothers and sisters in Christ someday                                          
when we get out there that's standard                                           
evangelicalism I don't think you can you                                        
can buy that I don't think that that                                            
fits in Scripture I certainly know that                                         
it doesn't fit with rightly dividing the                                        
word of truth so I think that what                                              
happened to them is that God repented of                                        
the evil that he said he would do to                                            
them that is God did not kill him and so                                        
they were able to live now some of them                                         
might have converted to Judaism had they                                        
converted to Judaism then to go back to                                         
Zechariah and Elizabeth they could have                                         
lived in righteousness before God                                               
according to the commandments and the                                           
ordinances that had been given and they                                         
would have gone to paradise but they                                            
would have gone to paradise as Jews Jews                                        
from Nineveh                                                                    
there was an evangelistic of                                                    
proselytizing outreach of Jewish people                                         



contrary to popular opinion so some of                                          
them that might have happened                                                   
I think naman who's not from Nineveh but                                        
he's from Assyria naman was one of those                                        
who I think converted to Judaism I think                                        
there's some evidence and some testimony                                        
that he did but assuming they just                                              
repented and then continued living in                                           
pagan invite ways I think that that God                                         
cleaned up a moral and probably                                                 
political problem of Nineveh and he did                                         
it by the threat of destruction and so                                          
it was a better world in which to live                                          
but they left this world and they went                                          
into the place of torment awaiting                                              
judgment now what exactly happens at the                                        
judgment at the Second Coming are they                                          
could they be considered                                                        
uh you know the righteous goats that we                                         
talked about earlier maybe you could                                            
build a case I think it's probably a                                            
weak case but possibly you could build                                          
that in there I don't think they're                                             
judged upon the same manner upon which                                          
we are judged and that is have you                                              
accepted the completed work of Jesus                                            
Christ which fortunately Dima has                                               
because I used to be her pastor and so                                          
many of the rest of you as well but if                                          
you haven't today is a great day to                                             
recognize the gift that God has given to                                        
us in Jesus Christ and to accept that                                           
gift by grace through faith faith in                                            
$29.95 no I'm kidding just grace isn't                                          
it this isn't it nice by grace through                                          
faith faith and nothing else that's what                                        
we talked about last night                                                      
in our series are the conclusion of our                                         
series and the book of Galatians had                                            
such fun time preaching that to our                                             
sermon this coming Thursday night will                                          
begin a new series the Baptist faith and                                        
message and analysis we are going to                                            
look at that and analyzing a statement                                          
of faith even if it's not one that we                                           
he'll hold even if you're not of                                                
Southern Baptist analyzing it is in and                                         
of itself a good theological journey a                                          
good theological study good doctrinal                                           
study so I would love to see you join us                                        
for that on Thursday night now Sunday                                           
I'll be teaching the book of Acts at                                            
9:45 I'll be preaching from the book of                                         
Revelation chapter six at eleven o'clock                                        
would love to see you there I think                                             
tonight about 9:45 p.m. I'm gonna be on                                         
a theological insomniac ever on this                                            
Friday night if you happen to be up and                                         
can't sleep and want to talk the news of                                        
the normal the abnormal the paranormal                                          
come join me again I don't give                                                 
guarantees because what if I'm tired and                                        



I want to go to bed then I'll go to bed                                         
but if I'm not I'll turn on the camera                                          
and we'll do a little talking I hope                                            
you'll check out JN Darby Academy dot o                                         
RG                                                                              
and send those little bratty kids to to                                         
us let us help straighten them out give                                         
them some good knowledge be on the                                              
lookout maybe even over the weekend                                             
we'll be getting up the Israel of God a                                         
new book that coming out from                                                   
dispensational publishing and Patrick                                           
Henry an American Statesman two new                                             
books coming out soon they'll be up and                                         
ready to order and that don't forget our                                        
weekly special at dispensational                                                
publishing com is also free shipping so                                         
get those cheap books that would cost                                           
you two or three bucks on top of the                                            
cheek book to get it shipped to you now                                         
you get free shipping you don't even                                            
have to have a coupon code all you have                                         
to do is go to dispensational publishing                                        
calm and order to your heart's content                                          
it makes me contented to because I don't                                        
have to worry about paying the bills                                            
it's been fun to be with you I                                                  
appreciate each one of you who have                                             
joined us today at a few little                                                 
technological issues trying to get                                              
everything straightened out here and                                            
working but I think we're on the mend                                           
and getting there and go get you an                                             
African violet can you buy those today                                          
or is that is that illegal to buy                                               
African violets I'm not sure maybe you                                          
can you can sneak out put on a mask see                                         
now they don't know who you are and go                                          
out you don't need a reason to live you                                         
need an African violet god bless you                                            
we'll see you soon Randy white                                                  
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


